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IEEE is the world's largest technical society, bringing Members access to
the industry's most essential technical Information, networking
opportunities, career development tools, and many other exclusive
benefits.

Seminar on Career Planning, Aptitude Development and Engineering Career Development
27-02-2013
It was one of the first activities of the year organized by IEEE. The seminar was delivered by Mr. Asad Ali who is a
former student of UET Taxila. He guided the students on career planning with respect to possibilities in different fields
related to electrical engineering. He also emphasized the work on the field of research and gave a short tutorial on
different possibilities by giving examples of his Session fellows.

Seminar On Study And Life In Germany
21-03-2013
Studying abroad is a dream for every student. This session was specially arranged for students who do not have an
extra-ordinary CGPA but want to get higher education from foreign universities. Engr. Hassan Bhatti from TU
Darmstadt, Germany delivered a detailed lecture on how to get admission in any University in Germany at minimum
expense per year. The session was very helpful to all students, especially final year students, who cleared their concepts
about VISA and admission process.

Student Week 2013
Discover UET – The 2nd Run
23-04-2013
Discover UET was first organized during DICE 2012 and was a
huge success. Based on the theme of scavenger hunt, it allows
participants to discover their university in a way never experienced
before. Participants were given 2 hours time to find clues, perform
different tasks and find answers to some questions.

Egg Drop – The Aviator’s Quest
24-04-2013
Held for the first time in UET. Thread, Glue, Scissors, Balloons
and Plastic Sheets etc. were provided to the participants.
Participants had to design a parachute or any other mechanism
from the given material in 2 hours time. The
eggs were dropped from the 2nd floor of
Electrical Engineering department. Only 5 teams were able to
successfully complete the task of landing the egg safely. The winner
was decided on the basis of time of flight.
Two Teams of IEEE members were monitoring the time of flight of
each team.

WIE Ice Cream Stick Creativity Design
25-04-2013
The very first event organized by WIE UET Taxila Chapter.
The event was Divided into two parts: Technical and NonTechnical. Students had to design anything from ice-cream
sticks in 3 hours’ time. It mainly focused on female students to
show their skills. However, the technical category was
dominated by a team of male students who designed a stable
bridge to win the contest.

Oath Taking Ceremony
01-10-2013
For the first time in IEEE UET Taxila, full cabinet
and executive council was announced and a proper
Oath Taking Ceremony was held to start the tenure
2013-14. The Student Branch Counselor Dr.
Gulistan Raja was present during the ceremony and
he took the oath from executive members. Later he
urged the cabinet and members to continue doing good work and organizing successful
events. He assured the members that he’ll help IEEE in all sort of events and expect a
good response from them also.
The ceremony concluded with refreshments given by new Chairperson.

Orientation
19-11-2013
Guiding juniors about IEEE is very important as many 1st year
students don’t have any idea about the society. Orientation was held to
spread the awareness about IEEE among the students. Syed Husnain
Tanweer Kazmi delivered a comprehensive lecture with the help of
slides. He answered the questions of students and at the end, the
participants were guided on how to get IEEE membership.

Membership Drive
02-12-2013 to 04-12-2013
It was the first membership drive in history of UET Taxila. A desk was put up in front of central library to attract
maximum students. Students from all departments were involved and message of IEEE was widely spread. The students
were very eager to get involved in IEEE as they have seen IEEE organize some amazing events during the past year.
The 3 day membership drive was a huge success.

C++ Workshop
04-12-2013
IEEE Mentorship Program was started with the
seminar on C++ for junior students who were
finding difficulties in the subject. Mr. Wajid
Maqsood, a renowned programmer from 5th
semester delivered the seminar which
was about 2 hours of duration. At the
end he answered all the questions asked
by participants and review was taken from the students.
The reviews suggested that the seminar was very helpful to students
and they were willing to attend further events of IEEE in the future.
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